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US Headlines
Payroll numbers unexpectedly shown an increase



Private payroll numbers rose to 212K, versus 125K expected.
Unemployment rate rose slightly from 7.2 percent to 7.3 percent.

3Q 2013 GDP growth rate unexpectedly rose to 2.8
percent versus 2.5 percent expected


Impacts:
• Might signal US Fed tapering earlier than expected.
• Economic growth in US is defying skeptics; but underlying
growth remains mixed.
• Government shutdown did not impact jobs creation in Oct.
Source: Thomson Reuters; Various news sources

US Headlines
Chart showing trend of private jobs creation:

Source: Thomson Reuters MetaStock.com.

US Headlines
IPO frenzy continues; Good or Bad?
• Witnessed stocks like RocketFuel.com (FUEL), Container Store
(TCS), and the highly anticipated Twitter (TWTR) IPO
launches, soaring to new highs during their debuts. (Good ?)

Contrarian indicator; The Chicago
volatility index (VIX) at all time low.

Implied

• VIX index as of market close on Nov. 08, 2013 is 12.90.
• Last high was on Oct. 08, 2013 when it was approx. 20.00 to
21.00, when prospects of US Fed Govt. shutdown were
imminent.
• A contrarian signal that investors are too complacent, which also
implies financial markets might correct on the downside. (Bad)

US Headlines
Chart showing the historical trend of the Chicago
VIX index:

Source: Thomson Reuters MetaStock.com.

US Headlines
Summary of latest Oct 2013 US Fed Statement




Based on Sept. 2013 data, US economy remains weak, with
indications of improving consumer sentiment, and labour market
conditions.
US Fed will maintain ongoing stimulus plan until there is more
sufficient information on labour growth.

 Jobless-claims fell




Initial jobless claims for the week of Nov. 04 came in 336.00, vs.
prior week of 345.00.
Smoother 4-week average of 348.25, versus 357.50; Sign of
continuing employment growth.

Source: Thomson Reuters.

China Headlines
Most economic indicators suggest positive outlook




Positive trade balance; USD 31.00B vs. USD 23.90B expected.
3Q13 GDP came in line with estimates at 7.8 percent.
HSBC final Mfg. PMI up at 50.9 (Oct) from 50.2 (Sep); HSBC
final services PMI 52.6 (Oct) from 52.4 (Sept); Healthy growth
across all sectors.

Inflation at retail and wholesale declined in Oct. 2013




CPI at 3.2 percent (Oct), vs. 3.3 (Sept).
PPI at -1.5 percent (Oct), vs. -1.4 percent (Sept).
Inflationary pressures not a major concern now with current pace
of slowdown in economy.
Source: Thomson Reuters

China Headlines
Exports rose solidly



Positive trade balance of USD 31.0B vs. USD 23.9B expected.
Global demand for Chinese goods continue to rise, but
underlying data overstated by approx. 2.0 basis points (bps), but
comparisons indicated a potential understatement due to inflated
data coming from over invoicing during early summer in 2012.

Property prices remained elevated




New home prices as of Sept 2013 rose year-on-year (yoy) by
21.0 percent.
A major concern despite various rounds of cooling measures.
Source: Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters

China Headlines
China banking system remains weak.








Chinese banks triple their Yuan amount in loan writeoffs and provisions.
‘Shadow’ banking system continues to be a major
concern for policymakers.
China’s interbank lending rates spike briefly due to
speculation over property curbs.
Chinese banks continue to expand outside of China;
Witness China Construction Bank (CCB) purchase of a
Brazilian bank earlier this month.
Source: Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters

Japan Headlines
Economy indicators are mixed
 Trade data for Sept 2013 recorded deficit of JPY
932.15B vs. deficit of JPY 920.0B expected.
 Industrial output for Aug. 2013 showed slight decline of
-0.72 percent vs. 3.38 percent prior year; Industrial
capacity utilisation change of -2.11 percent vs. 3.38
percent in Jul. 2013 on a month-on-month basis.
 Tankan survey showed a optimism of 16.0 percent.
 Machinery orders in Aug jumped to highest since 2008
at 10.33 percent year-on-year (yoy).
Source: Thomson Reuters

Japan Headlines
Japanese automobile manufacturers gain
 Toyota reported record profits during its 3Q.
 Beneficiary of the weak Japanese Yen currency, and
overseas sales.
 Japanese
corporations
are
admitting
past
wrongdoings
Mizuho Financial Group admitted past ties with the
Japanese ‘Yakuza’ (secret society) gang members.
Japanese department stores admitting wrongdoings in
food labeling.
Source: Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters.

Japan Headlines
Bank of Japan (BOJ) remains dovish
 BOJ aims of 2.0 percent inflation target.
 No change on its zero-rate interest policy (ZIRP).
 Continue to purchase Japanese Government Bonds
(JGBs), and Mortgage backed securities (MBS).
 Inflation did rise to 1.10 percent for Sept 2013, vs. 0.90
in Aug 2013; Ex-food and energy, core CPI rose 0.70 in
line with consensus estimates, suggesting that BOJ
inflation target might succeed.
Source: Thomson Reuters

Eurozone Headlines
Eurozone unemployment remains high
 Sept. 2013 unemployment figure at 12.20 percent vs.
12.00 percent expected.
 Unemployment highest in Greece (27.60 percent) and
Portugal (15.60 percent).
 Overall, bleak picture on employment front.
ECB lowered interest rates unexpectedly
 Mr. Mario Draghi (dubbed ‘Super Mario’) and his ECB
colleagues announced an unexpected rate cut to low of
0.25 percent from 0.50 percent previously.
Source: Thomson Reuters

Eurozone Headlines
Summary of general sentiments:
 The Euro currency remains weak after surprising rate
cut from the ECB.
 Employment growth remains weak.
 France recently got a cut in credit rating by one notch to
AA from AA+ by S&P.
 Brighter picture for Ireland amid the gloom and doom;
Got a successful final review by Irish parliament for an
EUR 85.0B bailout fund, paving way for aid deal in
Dec.
Source: Thomson Reuters

Singapore Headlines
SGX to review ‘penny’ stock rules
 Stock prices of 3 companies remained volatile.
 Securities Investor Association of Singapore (SIAS)
continue to lobby for more investor protection from the
Oct. 2013 stock declines, and subsequent trading curbs.
 Remisiers and brokers remained confused over trading
rules and procedures needed to be adopted following
lifting of curbs.
 Lots of questions remain such as what is defined by a
‘penny’ stock. Below a buck or 50 cents or less?
Source: The Straits Times newspapers, and other news sources

Singapore
Expect subdued economic growth
 Non-oil exports for Sept. 2013 better than expected at 1.17 percent (actual) vs. -2.80 percent (expected) yearon-year (yoy); Month-on-month (mom) showed
increase of 5.70 percent vs. 2.60 percent.
 Inflation rate came in at a mild 1.64 percent yoy vs.
1.85 percent expected.
 Industrial production for Sept. 2013 rose to 9.24
percent yoy vs. 5.20 percent.
 Weakness in property sector with URA property index
for 3Q 2013 declined to 0.42 vs. 1.03 in prior year.
Source: Thomson Reuters.

Piecing it altogether
Mixed picture coming out from U.S.






GDP growth posts surprising gain in 3Q13; But pockets of
growth remains mixed, namely employment growth
remains weak, despite rise in payroll numbers in Oct. 2013.
US Fed might raise short-term rates; end monetary
stimulus programme early. 10-year treasury yields remain
between 2.5 percent to 3.0 percent; Mortgage rates rising.
Political wrangling set to continue early 2014.

Expect Singapore market to be volatile


STI on upward trend, but economy weak.

Source: Various news sources

Questions?

